ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers  
From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician  
Date: February 29, 2008  
Subject: BID # 08-017, Installation of Carpet at the MDR Building

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal during the pre-bidders conference; the response to the following question:

1. Can we get the measurements?
   
   Yes, during the walk through preceding this pre-bidders meeting.

2. Can we have a walk through on another day?

   Yes. Call to schedule.

3. What type of Carpet & Coat Base?

   a. Carpet: Lees carpet 20oz or 30oz, color: #417 Mountain Spring.  
   b. Wall Base: Specify Vinyl .080 or 1/8” or rubber 1/8”  
      Color: #27-MIST.
4. Are we required to use the Coat base specified or can we use the equivalent?

   Johnsonite Wall Base specifies vinyl .080” or 1/8” or rubber 1/8”, color: 27-MIST. We like have everything standard.

5. Which building will be carpeted?

   The MDR building located at 800 E. Overland.

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal during the walk through; the response to the following questions:

1. Will the furniture need to be removed and put back?

   A. Yes only on the 1st & 2nd floor the 3rd & 4th floor are empty.

2. Will this be done during normal business hours?

   The 3rd & 4th floor can be done on normal hours. (8 to 5) The 1st & 2nd has to be done after working hours or in the Weekend.

3. Will Coat Base need to match wall or carpet?

   No. Coat Base color is 27-MIST (Johnsonite)

4. How many safes will need to be moved?

   One in the Nutrition office.
5. What is the time limit?

   45 days. From start to finish.

6. Can we get the plans?

   Yes. They will be placed on the web-site.

7. Will all the carpet be the same color?

   Yes. Lees carpet color: #417 Mountain Spring.

8. Will the rooms of offices that are empty remain empty?

   Yes.

9. What will happen to the furniture that was left?

   On the 3rd & 4th floor the furniture will be removed.

10. Will there be any place to store this material as a staging area?

    Yes, in the basement.

11. Just confirming that all hallways in blue highlight receives nothing as cove base or carpet? (On all 3 floors)

    In the blue highlight no carpet, but on the 4th floor we need to replace the Cove base so it can match the other floors.

12. Just confirming that areas in pink highlight on the Second floor receive nothing at this time as stated by Manny Lucero?

    TRUE.
13. Will this carpet be installed on a 1/4 turn pattern or in one continuous layout?

   Continuous layout.

14. Who will be responsible for transitions from carpet to vct?

   The contractor who is installing the carpet.